
Issues and Programs Lists Q4 2019
WKGN broadcast the following local programs each weekday:  3&OUT with Nate 
Hodges and Houston Kress 7-10 a.m., The Blitz 10 a.m.-12 p.m., Talk Sports with 
Jon Reed and Cody McClure 12-3 p.m., The Drive with Russell Smith 3-6 p.m. and 
Overtime 6-8 p.m. Each of these shows focus is the local sports community and 
social commentary on sports issues effecting the local community.

The Drive 3-6 p.m. on 10-4-19 for multiple segments- The Drive hosts discuss the 
dismissal of Tennessee football player Jeremy Banks. Banks was picked up by 
police and made comments about how in Memphis, where he’s from, they shoot 
at the cops. There was video and audio of the evening when all this occurred. 
Head football coach Jeremy Pruitt was even heard on a phone call with Banks and 
the officer that picked him up. Banks was eventually dismissed from the football 
team.

Overtime 6-8 p.m. on 10-7-19 for multiple segments- The Overtime hosts discuss 
the NBA playing exhibition games in China as one of the front office personnel 
tweeted in support of Hong Kong. This situation became difficult for NBA 
employees as they had to decide how to answer questions surrounding the 
situation.

The Drive 3-6 p.m. on 10-25-19 for one segment- The Drive hosts discuss the 
status of Tennessee quarterback Brian Maurer who had suffered multiple 
concussion during the 2019 football season. The safety of football players, 
specifically with head injuries, has been a hot topic across the country and that’s 
especially true for the local audience. Concussions in all sports along with CTE and 
the safety of playing again after head injuries, and recovery elicit strong opinions. 



Mauer was a true freshman on the Tennessee football team playing his first 
season.

3&OUT 7-10 a.m. on 11-12-19 for multiple segments- The 3&OUT hosts discuss 
the job security of Jeremy Pruitt. Pruitt is the highest paid state employee in 
Tennessee as the University of Tennessee’s head football coach. The 2019 season 
began with an embarrassing loss to Georgia St. and many were wondering if the 
season went poorly if the University of Tennessee make fire Pruitt in only his 
second season. This situation would have carried a large financial setback as the 
school has to buyout contracts for employees fired in this manner. By this point in 
the season however, Pruitt and the team had turned things around and the 
discussion was about how, why and how much can the program improve in the 
future.

The Drive 3-6 p.m. on 11-21-19 for one segment- The Drive discusses the Army-
Navy football game and what it means for college football along with America as a 
whole.

The Blitz 10-12 on 12-10-19 for multiple segments- The Blitz hosts discuss the 
latest failures of the University of Georgia’s football program. Many of the local 
audience enjoy when rival schools lose on the field while there are some fans of 
opposing teams that tune in.

3&OUT 7-10 a.m. on 12-27-19 for multiple segments- The 3&OUT hosts discuss 
the newly acquired and immediately eligible Santiago Vescovi for the Tennessee 
basketball team. Once again, the transfer rules of the NCAA become the topic of 
conversation along with how fans should and should not interact with their team 
on social media. The hosts and audience discuss how a troll account on Twitter 
posted a fake news headline, prompting a response from the University of 
Tennessee’s sports information director.


